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RELATING LOGIC PROGRAMS 
AND ATIRIBUTEl GRAMMARS* 
PIERRE DERANSART AND JAN MALUSZYNSKI 
D This paper shows that logic programs and attribute grammars are closely 
related. Constructions are given which transform logic programs into 
semantically equivalent attribute grammars, and vice versa. This opens for 
application in logic programming of some methods developed for attribute 
grammars. These results are used to find a sufficient condition under which 
no infinite term can be created during a computation of a logic program, 
and to define a nontrivial class of logic programs which can be run without 
employing unification in its general form. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to study relationships between two computational for- 
malisms which have been independently developed with different motivations: the 
attribute grammars introduced in [14] and the Horn clause logic considered as a 
programming language [15]. We show that these formalisms are closely related to 
each other, and we discuss the possibility of transforming logic programs into 
attribute grammars and vice versa. This makes it possible to use methods of one of 
the formalisms in solving problems related to the other. We give a few examples of 
such applications, and we hope that there are many others. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives necessary notions concerning 
attribute grammars and definite clause programs. Section 3 gives constructions 
relating attribute grammars and logic programs and shows differences between the 
formalisms. The constructions presented may have different applications. In Section 
4 we present examples of applications of one of the constructions. The examples 
concern the occur-check problem, data-driven evaluation, and unification-free 
evaluation of definite-clause programs. 
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This paper differs essentially from its original version [lo]. In particular, in the 
present version, the basic concepts are introduced in more structured manner that 
improves the conceptual clarity of the presentation and makes it possible to simplify 
the original constructions. Furthermore, we discuss in greater detail the problem 
how to transform a logic program into a semantically equivalent attribute grammar. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Attribute Grammars and Attribute Dependency Schemes 
The formalism of attribute grammars has been introduced for assigning semantic 
values to the nodes of derivation trees of a context-free grammar. With every symbol 
X of the grammar a finite set of attributes is associated, denoted Attr(X). The 
cardinality of this set will be denoted n x’ The attributes are names of the semantic 
values to be associated with any derivation tree node labeled X. Each of these nodes 
has attached n x places to which one assigns values from some fixed semantic 
domains. We call these places attribute occurrences or positions. In this paper we 
assume without loss of generality that only the nonterminals of the grammar may 
have attributes, not the terminal symbols. To deal with attributes under this 
assumption it suffices to consider only abstract syntax trees, not including the 
terminal symbols. Following [5] we base our definition of attribute grammar on the 
notion of abstract context-free grammar: a pair (N, P) where N is a finite set of 
nonterminals and P is a finite set of context-free productions over N. In this way we 
follow the algebraic view of a context-free grammar as a many-sorted algebra (see 
e.g. [6]). However, in this paper we do not use the algebraic terminology for that 
purpose. 
Let p be a production in P of the form 
x,-+x,,...,x,. 
For each i = 0,. . . , n and each a in Attr( Xi), we introduce a new symbol u(i) called 
an occurrence of the attribute a in p. The set of all such symbols is denoted Pos( p). 
Its elements are also called positions of p. 
We want to specify the semantic values to be assigned to the positions of a given 
derivation tree. Each derivation tree consists of instances of the production rules of 
the grammar. The idea of an attribute grammar is to associate with each production 
rule a restriction on the semantic values which should be observed by every 
occurrence of this production in any tree. To formulate such restrictions we 
introduce a logical language. Since it is assumed that different attributes may range 
over different domains, we take a many-sorted approach. 
Let S be a set of sorts. The S-sorted language consists of formulas constructed in 
the usual way from atomic formuIas by means of logical connectives (possibly 
including quantifiers). The atomic formulas are constructed from variables, functors, 
and predicate letters. 
The set V of variables is sorted: it is the union of the family of disjoint sets 
{VSISGS 
The set F of functors is typed: each functor has associated a pair (a, s), u E S*, 
s E S, called its type. If for some f in F the string u is empty, f is called a constant 
of sort s. 
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The set R of predicate letters is typed: each predicate letter has associated a 
string u in S*, called its type. 
To define the syntax of atomic formulae we refer to the notion of term. The terms 
are sorted. A term of a sort s is defined as follows: 
(1) every variable in V, is a term of the sort s; 
(2) every constant of sort s is a term of the sort s; 
(3) if (si.. . s,, s) is the type of a functor f (n > 0) and ti is a term of sort si for 
i 5 1 ,..., n, then f(tl ,..., t,) is a term of the sort s; 
(4) nothing else is a term of the sort s. 
If S is a singleton this definition reduces to the usual case of one-sorted term. 
The set of atomic formulas consists of all strings of the form r(t,, . . . , t,), where r 
is a predicate letter of the type si . . . s,, and for i = 1,. . . , m, ti is a term of the sort 
SP 
To define an interpretation 3 of an S-sorted logical language we proceed as 
follows: 
For each sort s in S we define a semantic domain 0,. 
With each functor f of the type (sr . . . s,, s) we associate an operation from 
DS, X 0.. x D,, into 0,. 
With each predicate letter r of the type si.. . s, we associate a subset of 
DS, x - - . X 0,; 
We extend 3 for the formulas of the language in the usual way, using the notion of 
assignment. An assignment ar is a mapping of the variables in V into the domains of 
the corresponding sorts. We extend it to terms and tuples of terms in the following 
way: 
Let t be a term of the form f(tl, . . . , t,), where t,, . . . , t, are terms and f is a 
functor, and let f3 be the function assigned to f in 3. Then (u( f (tl, . . . , t,)) is 
defined to be f3(a(tl),...,a(t,)). 
Let x be the n-tuple of terms (t,, . . . , I,). Then e(x) is defined to be the n-tuple 
of values (ol(tr), . . . , ff(t,)). 
We adopt the usual notion of validity of a formula for a given interpretation and 
a given assignment of its free variables. 
In the sequel we assume that an S-sorted logical language L is given. We will use 
L to formulate restrictions on attribute values associated to the nodes of derivation 
trees. For this we will use attribute positions as variables. Given a set W of S-sorted 
variables, we will denote by L(W) the set of all formulas whose free variables are 
in w. 
Relational Attribute Grammars. We introduce first a general conceptual frame- 
work for defining more restricted types of attribute grammars used in existing 
implementations. We adopt here essentially the definition given in [5]. 
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Dejinition 1 [Relational Attribute Grammar (RAG)]. A RAG is a Stuple G = 
(N, P, Attr, R, 3) where: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(N, P) is an abstract context-free grammar. 
Attr is the union of a family of finite sets of attributes { Attr( X)} XE N, and 
every attribute a in Attr has a sort sort(a) in some set of sorts S. 
R= {RJpE~~ where R, is a formula of the language L( Po.s( p)) (that is, the 
only free variables of R, are the attribute positions of p). The formulae are 
called semantic rules of G. 
3 is an interpretation of the S-sorted language L. 
The semantics of such an object is formally defined in [5]. It is based on the 
notion of decorated derivation tree. Derivation trees are constructed by “pasting 
together” instances of production rules of P. For a given tree T one can enumerate 
its nodes. We shall assume that such an enumeration is given. By a position of a tree 
T we mean any pair a(k) such that a is an attribute of a nonterminal X and k is 
the number of a node of T labeled by X. The set of all positions of T is denoted 
Po.s(T). By an instance of a production rule p in T we mean any subtree t of T 
consisting of a node u and all its sons ui, . . . , u, and originating from p. Clearly, 
there is a one-one correspondence between the positions of p and the positions of 
the subtree t. This is illustrated in Figure 1. The subtrees t, and t, are occurrences 
of the production rule p in the derivation tree T. The attribute position a(n + 2) of 
T is a position both of t, and of t,. If considered as a position of t, it corresponds 
to the position a(2) of p. Otherwise, if considered as a position of t, it corresponds 
to the position a(0) of p. 
A valuation of a tree T is a function from the positions of T to values in the 
corresponding semantic domains. A valuation is valid iff for each occurrences of any 
production rule p in the tree T the formula R, is valid under this valuation. A finite 
complete tree T with a valid valuation will be called a decorated tree. 
Y 42) 
FIGURE 1. 
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Now, a given RAG G = (N, P, Attr, R, 3) can be considered to be a specification 
of the set of all decorated trees T of the abstract context-free grammar (N, P). Note 
that R and 3 may be such that the set of the decorated trees of a RAG is empty. 
This definition of the semantics differs slightly from that in [5]. The latter uses the 
notion of decorated tree to associate relations with the nonterminals of the grammar. 
For the purposes of this paper it is more convenient o refer directly to the decorated 
trees. 
Example 1. To illustrate the formalism we use it to describe the behavior of a 
reversible counter. The counter accepts sequences of input signals. At each step of its 
operation its state may be characterized by a natural number. There are two input 
signals: increase, denoted i, and decrease, denoted d, which cause corresponding 
changes of the state. The behavior of the counter is characterized by associating with 
each sequence of input signals a binary relation on the states of the counter 
describing the global change of the state caused by this sequence. 
The sequences can be described by the following grammar: 
(PO> x+c, 
(PI) x+1x, 
(Pd X+0X 
(~~1 Z+i, 
(~4) D+d. 
The nonterminal X is used to derive sequences of signals. Its particular instance in a 
derivation tree corresponds to a particular sequence of signals. Therefore we 
associate with X a pair of attributes whose values describe, respectively, the initial 
state (initial) and the final state (&ml) of the counter when the sequence of signals 
derived from X is accepted. We assume that the initial state is determined by some 
outside factors, and we relate the final state to the given initial one and to the 
sequence of signals derived from X. 
Now we relate the attribute instances in the production rules of the grammar. 
For p,, the derived sequence of signals is empty. We assume that the initial state 
remains unchanged when such a sequence is accepted. Formally, using the notation 
for representing the attribute positions of the productions, we express this condition 
as the following semantic rule: 
(&I) final(O) = initial(O). 
For any instance of the production rule p1 the sequence X0 derived from its 
left-hand side is the sequence X1 derived from the nonterminal X of its right-hand 
side preceded by the nonterminal I generating the increase signal. Thus, the initial 
state of X, is that obtained from the initial state of X0 by accepting the increase 
signal, while the final states of both sequences are the same. In our notation we 
express this as follows: 
(4) initial(2) =fi(initiaZ(0)) A final(O) =final(2), 
where f, is a function describing the effect of the signal i, and 0 and 2 are numbers 
of the nonterminals in the production pl. 
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Similarly for p2 we have 
CR*) initial(2) = f,(initid(O)) A fimzl(0) =final(2), 
where fd is a function describing the effect of the decrease signal. 
The semantics of that example depends on the meaning we attach to the functions 
fi and fd. For example, fi may be defined to be the successor function, and fd the 
(partial) predecessor function. In this case the RAG defined above relates the final 
state to the initial state for any sequence of signals which is acceptable for the initial 
state. For example, for initial value 10 (value of the attribute initial of the root) and 
final value 8 (value of the attribute final of the root), the sequence iddd is 
acceptable, as shown in Figure 2. On the other hand, it is not acceptable for initial 
value 1. Since the predecessor of 0 is undefined, thus the truth value of R, is also 
undefined. Hence for this initial value there is no valid valuation for the considered 
tree. 
In terms of Definition 1 this example describes the RAG 
G= (N, P, Attr, R, !$), 
where 
N: {XV}, 
P: {X+c, X-+IX,X+DX}, 
Attr: Attr(X)= {initiul,finul}, Attr(l)=Attr(D)= { }, 
R: {Ro,R,,R,}. 
3 is defined as follows: 
Dinitiol and Djinol are the domain of natural numbers, 
f, is the successor function, 
fd is the predecessor function, 
= is the equality on natural numbers. 
initial fid 
10 8 
11 8 
Jo A x IO 8 FIGUREZ 
X 8 8 
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The grammar specifies the set of all decorated trees which can be obtained from 
the derivation trees by finding decorations satisfying the formulas associated with 
the occurrences of the production rules. An example of a decorated tree is given in 
Figure 2. 
Functional Attribute Grammars. The relational attribute grammars, as defined 
above, provide no way of computing the values which can be assigned to the 
positions of a given tree. Their semantics is purely declarative and can be easily 
related to the semantics of logic programs, as will be discussed in Section 3. 
However, the formalism of attribute grammars was originally introduced with 
some additional restrictions which make it possible to compute attribute values of a 
derivation tree in a deterministic way. In this section we formulate these restrictions 
in order to be able to refer to the attribute evaluation problem. Most of the results 
obtained in the field of attribute grammars have been motivated by this problem, 
and we claim that some of these results may be applied in the field of logic 
programming. (In Section 4 we show some applications reinforcing that claim.) It 
seems also probable that some results obtained in logic programming could be 
applied in the field of attribute grammars. 
The restrictions we are going to formulate concern the form of the formulas in R. 
Assume that for each production rule p the semantic rule R, is a conjunction of 
formulae of the form 
x=.7 XT 
where x is a position of p and Yx is a term of the sort sort(x) (such formulas will 
be called semantic definitions). Knowing values of the attribute positions in TX, one 
can easily compute the value of x. One can require that any position in any 
derivation tree can be computed in that way, and that each position is defined by 
only one definition of this type. To formulate this restriction in a systematic way we 
introduce an auxiliary notion of splitting of the attribute set Attr. A splitting is 
defined by specifying disjoint sets: Znh (of inherited attributes) and Syn (of 
synthesized attributes), such that Attr = Znh U Syn. Thus for all X in N, Attr( X) = 
Znh( X) U Syn( X) with empty intersection. 
Let p be a production rule of the form 
x,+x,...x,. 
A given splitting of the attributes induces a splitting of the positions of p into the 
input positions defined as follows: 
Input(p)={ a(i)laEZnh(X,)oraESyn(X,)andi>O}, 
and the output positions defined as follows: 
Output(p)={ a(i)laESyn(X,)oraEZnh(X,)andi>O} 
Clearly 
Pos( p) = Znput( p) U Output(p) 
The intuition behind the splitting of the attributes concerns the intended organi- 
zation of the process of computing attribute values for a given derivation tree. As 
mentioned above, each formula R, will be restricted to be a conjunction of semantic 
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definitions, and each of the definitions will be used to compute the attribute value of 
one attribute position of p. Consider a derivation tree of a given attribute grammar. 
Any inner node of the tree is shared by two different instances of some production 
rules within the tree. We call them, respectively, the upper production rule and the 
lower production rule of the node. For example, the node n + 1 of the tree in Figure 
1 occurs in the subtrees t, and t,, which are different instances of the production 
rule p, which is at the same time the upper production rule and the lower production 
rule of the node. As mentioned above, the value of a position of the shared node is 
to be defined either by the semantic rule of the upper production, or by the semantic 
rule of the lower production, but not by both of them. In our example the only 
attribute position of the shared node is a(n + l), which in t, corresponds to the 
position a(2) of p, and in t, to the position a(O) of p. In this case the requirement 
means that the semantic rule of p includes either a semantic definition of a(O) or a 
semantic definition of u(2), but not both of them. 
A given attribute splitting is a pattern for writing semantic rules satisfying the 
requirement. Let X be the nonterminal abeling an inner node of a derivation tree. 
Let p’ and p” be, respectively, the upper production and the lower production of 
this node. The attribute positions of this node corresponding to the inherited 
attributes of X are to be defined by the semantic rule of p’, and the others (i.e. those 
corresponding to the synthesized positions of x) by the semantic rule of p”. Thus, 
the semantic rule of. a production p consists of the definitions of all positions which 
are output positions under a given splitting. The input positions are not defined in 
the semantic rule since their values will be determined by the outer context. 
However, sometimes it may be convenient to state explicitly some conditions on 
input values. We allow them to be included in the semantic rule. 
As discussed above, the notion of splitting may be considered a tool for writing 
RAGS with functional dependencies between attribute positions. The splitting can 
be deduced from the form of the semantic rules of a RAG written in this way. 
Therefore it is not necessary to give it explicitly with the definition of the RAG. 
The intuitions discussed above are reflected in the following definition. 
DeJnition 2 [Functional attribute grammar (FAG)]. A functional attribute grammar is 
a RAG G = (N, P, Attr, R, 3) such that for each p in P the formula R, is of 
the form 
5 A CP 
where 
(1) r,=r\ x E ourpur(p) x =<, and z is a term with variables in Pos( p) not 
including x, 
(2) C, E L(lnput(p)) (that is, the variables of C’ are input positions of p), and 
(3) Output(p) and Input(p) are determined by some splitting of the set Attr. 
Notice that any splitting determines in a unique way the number of conjuncts of 
rP. Thus, when writing an attribute grammar it may be helpful to choose a splitting 
first and to use it for developing the formulas in a more systematic way. 
The component CP of each R, makes it possible to express some conditions 
concerning values of the input positions. If the condition is true, it may be omitted. 
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Example 2. It is easy to see that the RAG given in Example 1 is a FAG with the 
splitting 
Inh ( X) = { initial } , @n(X)= {final}. 
The formulas include no conditions. 
If all positions used in the right-hand sides of the semantic definitions of an FAG 
are input positions, the FAG is said to be normalized. That is the case in Example 2. 
We are now able to state the attribute evaluation problem. For simplicity we will 
consider, without loss of generality, that the FAG has no condition. Such attribute 
grammars will be called pure FAGS. 
According to our restriction, any attribute position in a given derivation tree is 
defined only by one formula referring to the values of some neighboring positions. 
In this way the attribute positions within the tree depend on each other, and the 
question arises in which order they should be computed. This problem can be 
formulated as follows. 
The evaluation problem. Given a derivation tree T, find a total order on Pos( T) such 
that for any x E Pas(T) its value is determined by definitions including only 
positions of T less than x in this order. 
If such a total order is known, it can be used for sequencing computation of the 
attribute values of a given tree. Figure 3 shows a total order on the positions of a 
derivation tree of the FAG of Example 2. The order reflects the dependencies 
between the positions induced by the semantic definitions associated with that tree. 
We give now a formal definition of the dependency relation determined by a FAG 
on the positions of any derivation tree. 
Consider a FAGG = (N, P, Attr, R, 3). An output position r of p depencis on a 
position q of p iff q occurs in the right-hand side of the definition of r. This will be 
denoted q + p r. The family of the relations + p for p E P, associated with a given 
attribute grammar G, will be denoted DG. 
P 
P 
i 
i_-- 
d 
d FIGURE 3. 
b 
-+A 
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Let T be a derivation tree, and let t be an occurrence of a production p in T. As 
it was mentioned above, there exists a one-one correspondence between the positions 
of p and the positions of the subtree f. This makes it possible to define a dependency 
relation -+ , on the positions of the subtree t: q + f r iff q’ - p r’, where q’ and r’ 
are the positions of p corresponding to q and r. 
Each derivation tree T can be decomposed in a unique way into a finite number 
of instances of the production rules. Denote by P, the family of instances of the 
production rules from which T is composed. Observe that some elements of P, have 
common nodes. This makes it possible to define the dependency relation + r on the 
positions of T: it is defined as the union of all relations + (, for t in P,. The total 
order of Figure 3 is the transitive closure of the dependency relation of a derivation 
tree of the FAG of Example 2. 
A FAG is said to be well formed iff for every derivation tree T of the underlying 
CF-grammar the transitive closure of the relation + r (denoted -+ ;) is a partial 
order. It is not difficult to see that a functional attribute grammar is well formed iff 
there exists an order of evaluation for any derivation tree [14,11]. The well-formedness 
property is statically decidable, but it is of exponential complexity. However, several 
subclasses of FAGS have been discovered whose well-formedness can be tested in 
polynomial time [6,12]. 
Most of the literature on attribute grammars is devoted to the attribute evaluation 
problem. When studying this problem abstractly one usually refers only to proper- 
ties of the dependency relation rather than to concrete semantic rules defining this 
relation. To specify the dependency relation in an abstract way one can use a notion 
of attribute dependency scheme. It is similar to a FAG, but it includes neither 
formulas nor interpretation. Instead the local dependency relations on the attribute 
positions of the production rules are explicitly defined (the definition is essentially 
the same as in [5]). 
Definition 3 [Attribute dependency scheme (ADS)]. An ADS is a 4-tuple S = 
(N, P, Attr, D) where 
(1) (N, P) is an abstract context free grammar, 
(2) Atfr is a set of attributes with a given splitting, 
(3) D is a family of binary relations {D,}, E p defined on Pos( p), such that 
{xJyD,xforsomeyEPos(p)}cOurput(p). 
Since an ADS has no semantic rules, the attribute splitting cannot be deduced 
and must be given explicitly. Condition (3) reflects the fact that an ADS is an 
abstraction of a FAG; none of the input positions of a production rule depends on a 
position of this rule. 
If 
then the ADS is said to be normalized. Since an ADS determines local dependency 
relations on the positions of the production rules, the concept of well-formedness 
introduced for FAGS can also be used for ADSs. 
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Clearly, the local dependency relations on POS( p) defined by a FAG can be used 
to construct an ADS with the same production rules and attributes. In this way one 
can characterize the sequencing restrictions which should be satisfied by any 
attribute evaluation order of the FAG without referring to the semantic definitions. 
Basic Term Interpretations of pure FAGS. We outline now a possibility of “sym- 
bolic” attribute evaluation for pure and well-formed FAGS. The idea consists 
in representing attribute values by terms constructed from the functors of the 
semantic definitions [6]. Thus the evaluator would not make use of the interpretation 
associated with the FAG. 
Let p be a production of a pure and well-formed FAG. The value of each output 
position of p is determined by a term. The only variables of this term are the input 
positions of p on which the output position depends. If p occurs in a derivation tree 
*T, each input position of this occurrence either is an output position b of an instance 
of a production rule p’, or is a minimal element of the dependency relation of T. In 
the first case the value of b is determined by a term whose only variables are some 
input positions of p’. This term can be substituted for b in all terms representing the 
values of the output positions of p. In this way b can be eliminated from these 
terms. This process can be repeated for all input positions of all occurrences of the 
production rules in T. Since the FAG is well formed, the value of each attribute 
position of T will be finally represented by a term whose only variables are minimal 
positions of the dependency relation of T. For example, for the derivation tree in 
Figure 3 the value of the attribute final of its root is represented by the term 
where initial(O) is the input attribute position of the root. This value can be obtained 
by evaluation of the term given above under the interpretation of the FAG. 
However, to find the term we don’t use the interpretation. 
As a matter of fact the terms constructed as described above are attribute values 
in an interpretation 3 defined as follows: 
It has only one domain, consisting of the terms which can be constructed from 
the functors occurring in the semantic definitions of the FAG and from 
variables. 
With each n-ary functor f it associates the n-ary operation which for given terms 
t1,..., t, produces the term f(tl,. . . , t,). 
With the only predicate letter = it associates the identity relation on terms. 
The interpretation defined above for a given FAG will be called its basic term 
interpretation. 
2.2. Dejkite Clause Programs 
The idea of logic programming concerns computing relations specified by logic 
formulas. This section outlines briefly this idea and stresses mainly the notions which 
are used in the sequel for relating logic programs and attribute grammars. For more 
details the reader is referred to the literature on logic programming (e.g. [2],[4],[15]). 
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The syntax of Definite-Clause Programs. We focus our attention on a special type 
of logic formulas called definite clauses. According to [2] a definite clause is a pair 
consisting of an atomic formula A and a finite set of atomic formulas {B,, . . . , B,}, 
q 2 0, written as 
The atomic formulas are constructed, as usual, from predicate letters and (one-sorted) 
terms: A is an atomic formula iff it is of the form P(tl,. . . , t,) where P is a n-ary 
predicate and t,, . . . , t, are terms. 
A definite clause of the form described above can be represented in the standard 
logic notation as the following formula: 
VX l...V~k(B1~ ... r\B,+A) 
where x1,. . . , xk are all variables occurring in the clause. 
An atom (a term) is said to be ground if it has no variables. 
DeJinition 4 [DeJnite-clause program (DCP)J. A DCP is a triple C = (M, 9, S) 
where 
JV is a finite set of predicate letters with assigned arities, 
9 is a set of functors with assigned arities, 
9 is a finite set of definite clauses constructed with JV and 9. 
The semantics of Dejinite-Clause Programs. Usually a DCP is considered a 
specification of its least Herbrand model (see e.g. [2]). It was shown in [4] that one 
can deal instead with the set of all atoms (not necessarily the ground ones) which are 
logical consequences of the clauses of the DCP. Each element of this set can be 
obtained by constructing a proof tree. For the purposes of this paper it is convenient 
to consider a DCP to be the specification of the set of all proof trees. 
We introduce now some auxiliary notions and the notion of proof tree. 
A substitution is an operation on expressions (terms, formulas) which replaces all 
occurrences of a variable in an expression by a term. The result is called an instance 
of the expression. A substitution 8 is called a unifier of expressions e, and e2 iff 
e(e,) = e(e,). 
DeJinition 5 (Proof tree). A proof tree is an ordered labeled tree whose labels are 
atomic formulas (possibly including variables) or are empty. The set of the proof 
trees of a given DCP C is defined as follows: 
(1) If A + . is an instance of a clause of C, then the tree consisting of two vertices 
whose root is labeled A and whose only leaf has the empty label is a proof 
tree. 
(2) If T,,..., T, for some 4 > 0 are proof trees with roots labeled B,, . . . , ffq and 
if A + B,, . . . , Bq. is an instance of a clause of C, then the tree consistmg of 
the root labeled with A and the subtrees T,, . . . , T, is a proof tree. 
(3) Nothing else is a proof tree. 
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By a partial proof tree we mean any finite tree constructed by “pasting together” 
instances of clauses. Thus a proof tree is a partial proof tree whose leaves all have 
empty labels. 
If 8 is a substitution and T is a partial proof tree, we denote by d(T) the proof 
tree obtained from T by replacing each of its labels L with B(L). It is called an 
instance of T. An instance of T is ground if all its labels are ground. 
Example 3. Consider the following DCP: 
a&(0, x, x) +- . 
ad+(x), y, s(z)) + ad& y, 4. 
A partial proof tree and a proof tree of that DCP are shown in Figure 4. 
Computation of a DCP. Logic programming systems make it possible to construct 
proof trees of a given DCP. To start a computation of a DCP one has to submit a 
finite set of atoms, called a goal. A goal may be considered a clause with empty 
left-hand side. To simplify our constructions we assume that the goal is an ad- 
ditional clause whose left-hand side is a special nullary predicate goal, which does 
not occur in the clauses of the program. A DCP with a goal clause will be called an 
augmented DCP and denoted (C, g), where 
g: goal+ B1,..., B, 
is the additional clause. The task of the computation is to find a substitution under 
which all atoms of the goal become logical consequences of the clauses of C. This 
can be achieved by constructing a proof tree. Backtracking is used to find different 
substitutions. 
In logic programming systems the proof trees are constructed in a descendant 
manner, starting with the goal clause and using resolution [15] to construct subse- 
quent partial proof trees. The reader is assumed to be familiar with that principle. 
The partial proof trees constructed during that process will be called resolution trees. 
Example 4. Consider the DCP of Example 3. The trees in Figure 4 can be 
obtained from resolution trees of the goal 
goal 6 add(s(O), x, z). 
by removing the roots of the latter (which are labeled goal ). 
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3. RELATING DEFINITE CLAUSE PROGRAMS AND 
ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS 
The proof trees of a DCP and the decorated trees of a RAG have a similar structure: 
the predicate symbols of a DCP play the role of nonterminals, while terms are its 
“ semantic values”. Indeed, every predicate symbol has a fixed arity, hence a fixed 
number of positions, which within labels of a proof tree may be instantiated to 
different terms. Thus there is a direct correspondence between the two formalisms. 
In this section we show that a DCP can always be considered as a RAG, and that, 
if an additional information, called d-assignment, which is comparable to the 
attribute splitting, is provided, one can sometimes transform it into a semantically 
equivalent FAG. Thus for studying properties of DCPs and for constructing their 
proof trees one can make use of the methods developed for attribute grammars. To 
make this statement more precise we describe some constructions which transform 
DCPs into attribute grammars. We discuss also the problem whether an attribute 
grammar can be transformed into an equivalent DCP. 
3.1. Transforming DCPs into RAGS 
In this section we describe a construction which transforms any DCP into an 
equivalent RAG. We comment first on the logical language L used to express the 
semantic rules of the resulting RAG. We construct L as a one-sorted language. For 
each clause c of the original DCP we introduce a separate n.-ary predicate symbol 
r,, where n, is the number of all argument positions of c. Thus, if c is of the form 
P&KJ Y..., tom,) +&oY.V kl,)~...? Pn(Lo,..., L,). (*) 
where pl,. . . , p,, arepredicatesymbolsand nk0, then n,=m,+m,+ ... +m,. 
The set of functors is defined to be empty. Thus, L consists of the formulas 
constructed in the usual way from the predicate symbols and from variables. 
Now we define the construction. 
Construction 1. Given a DCP C = (JV, 9, S), we construct a RAG G, = 
(N, P, Attr, P, 5) defined as follows: 
(1) N=JV. 
(2) For every clause c of B of the form (* ) we construct the production rule 
PC: PO -PI*** Pll* 
The set P of the production rules of G, consists of all production rules 
constructed in this way; we distinguish between different copies of a produc- 
tion rule which might have been obtained from different clauses. 
(3) The set Attr is defined as follows: For each predicate symbol q (i.e. for each 
nonterminal of G,) the number of attributes n4 equals its arity. The attributes 
are names of the positions of the predicate symbols. They are constructed 
from the predicate symbols followed by natural numbers. Thus 
Attr(q)= {qiJi=l,...,n,}. 
The attribute set is one-sorted. The total ordering on Attr(q) induced by the 
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numbers of the attributes will be denoted a . We use it to define a total order 
5 on Pos(p,): 
u(i) 3 u’(j) iff i<j or i=jand aaa’in Attr(q). 
Attr is the union of the sets Attr( q) for q E M. 
(4) For each production rule p, the following formula R, is created: 
rJ+,...,x,,), 
where r, is the predicate symbol of L corresponding to the clause c, 
{x 1,. . . , x,,} = Pos( p,), and xi 5 xi for i <j. 
(5) The interpretation 3’c is defined as follows: Its domain is the language of all 
terms constructed from the functors of .% and from variables. The relation 
associated with each letter rc is defined as follows: Let 
(t c@, *. . , t0mo’ t,,, . . . , tlm,, . . ., t,(), . . ., t,,,) be the n,-tuple consisting of the 
terms occurring in the clause c taken in their textural order. Then the relation 
r, is defined to be the set of the images of this tuple under all possible 
assignments of its variables in the semantic domain (thus, it is a relation on 
terms). 
Example 5. We use Construction 1 for the DCP of Example 4. The underlying 
context-free production rules are 
where add is the only nonterminal. The language defined by these rules consists of 
the empty string, and the second rule makes the grammar ambiguous. However, the 
grammar is not used for generating strings, but rather for producing derivation trees. 
The nonterminal add has three attributes, denoted in the sequel addl, add2, and 
add3. 
The set of the semantic rules consists of the formulas 
R, : rl(addl(0), add2(0), add3(0)), 
R,: r*(addl(O), add2(0), add3(0), uddl(l), add2(1), udd3(1)). 
The relations associated with the symbols rI and r2 by the interpretation are 
characterized by the following tuples of terms: 
rl : (0, x,x>, 
r2: (s(x), y, s(z),x, Y, z). 
We use Construction 1 to relate DCPs and RAGS: 
Theorem I. Let C be a DCP, and let G, be the RAG obtained from C by Construction 
1. The set of the proof trees of C is isomorphic with the set of the decorated trees of 
G,. 
PROOF. We show that there is one-one correspondence between the decorated trees 
of G, and the proof trees of C. 
We show first how to transform the decorated trees into the proof trees. Let T be 
a complete derivation tree of the RAG with a valid valuation. Thus, each node x of 
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T is labeled by a predicate symbol p, and has m = npx attribute positions 
{a i,.-*, a,}, to which some terms t,, . . . , t, are assigned. Assume that a, a aj for 
i < j, where a is the ordering on Attr( p,) defined in Construction 1. Since the 
attribute values satisfy the semantic constraints, then the tree T’ obtained by 
replacing the label of each node x of T with the atom px(tl,. . . , f,) is a proof tree 
of G,. 
To transform a proof tree T of C into a decorated tree T” of G, we proceed as 
follows. Let x be a node of T. By the definition it is labeled by an atomic formula of 
the form p(tr,..., t,), where p is an nary predicate letter and t,, . , . , t, are terms. 
To obtain T” we replace the label of x with the letter p, and we associate with x 
the attribute positions pl( x), . . . , pn(x), where pi(x)~pj(x) for i <j. To each 
attribute position pi(x), i = 1,. . . , n, we associate as its value the term ti. In this 
way we define the valuation of T”. Since by the definition T consists of instances of 
clauses of C, then the valuation is valid. •I 
3.2. Modeling data dependencies of a DCP by Attribute Dependency Schemata 
The notion of dependency relation for FAGS makes it possible to prove properties of 
FAGS and to organize attribute evaluation better [ll]. To define this relation one 
chooses an attribute splitting. This does not influence the declarative semantics of 
the FAG. 
In this section we follow the example of FAGS to introduce a notion of 
dependency relation for DCPs. Its usefulness is demonstrated in Section 4 by a 
number of applications. Essentially, the relation is defined on the argument positions 
of the labels of a proof tree of a DCP. Formally, to define it we transform a given 
DCP into an attribute dependency scheme. For this we have to define a notion of 
dependency. between positions of a clause. Intuitively, positions depend on each 
other only if they share a variable. However, this relation is symmetric. To make it 
into an ordering relation we split positions of the predicate symbols of the DCP into 
“synthesized” and “inherited” ones. 
&f&ion 6 [d-assignment]. Given a DCP C = (X, 9, sl), a direction assignment, 
or briefly d-assignment, is a mapping of the arguments of each predicate symbol 
of M intotheset {J,t}. 
By analogy with functional attribute grammars, we will call an argument assigned 
to J ( t ) “inherited” (“synthesized”). 
In the examples, d-assignments will be defined by associating with each predicate 
symbol the list of the assignments to its arguments in the same order. The semantics 
of a BAG is’not affected by introducing a splitting on the attributes; hence by 
Theorem 1 the semantics of DCPs is not affected by introducing a d-assignment. 
Construction 2. Given a DCP C = (JV, 3, S) with a d-assignment d, we construct 
an attribute dependency scheme (N, P, Attr, D) defined as follows: 
(1) N, P, and Attr are defined as in Construction 1. 
(2) D= {D(P)},,.; a-d aD(p)b iff 
(i) a E Input(p) and b E Oufput( p), 
(ii) the terms corresponding to these positions have a common variable. 
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. odd(0, z, z) 
L-J 
Example 6. For the DCP of Example 3 and for the d-assignment d defined by 
d( add) = J 1 r the relations Dp of the corresponding ADS are shown in Figure 5. 
3.3. From DCPs to FAGS 
Since FAGS have been extensively studied in the literature and have many applica- 
tions, it is interesting to know whether a given DCP can be transformed into an 
equivalent FAG. This will allow us to employ in the compilation of DCPs some 
optimization methods developed for attribute evaluators. 
To answer this question we assume that a DCP is given with a d-assignment. In 
this way the positions of each clause are split into input positions and output 
positions, as discussed above. To solve our problem we have to express the value of 
each output position of a clause in terms of the values of the input positions. For 
example, consider the clause 
add(&), _Y, s(r)) + ad+, y, z). 
with the d-assignment d given by 
d(add)= 1 J t. 
The output position a&l(l) depends on the input position a&l(O), since they share 
the variable x. In every instance of the clause the values of the positions are terms. 
The value of addl(1) can be determined from the value of a&l(O) by selecting the 
appropriate subterm of the latter. To be more precise we introduce, for each n-ary 
functor f of. the DCP, n selector operators denoted sl-f, . . . , m-f. These are partial 
operations on terms. For a given term t the value si-f( t) is defined to be ti if r is of 
the form f(ti, . . . , t,), and it is undefined otherwise. The identity function on terms 
is also considered to be a selector. Using this notation we can write a semantic 
definition for our example: 
a&l(l) = sl-s(addl(O)), 
where = denotes the equality on terms. To select a subterm of a given term it may 
be necessary to use a composition of selectors called a composed selector. 
The value of an output position a of a clause is determined by the values of the 
input positions iff each variable of a occurs in some input positions. A d-assignment 
which determines the splitting of the positions of the clauses will be called safe iff 
this condition is satisfied. A DCP for which there exists a safe d-assignment will be 
called a simple DCP. 
Example 7. Consider the classical append program (written in the notation of 
DEC 10 PROLOG): 
Qppend([ I, L L) + . 
uppend([E(Ll], L2, [E(L3]) + uppend(L1, L2, L3). 
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The d-assignment 
d(WWrd) = J J t 
is safe. For the first clause it gives 
uppend3(0) = uppend2(0). 
However, this definition does not express the fact that in each instance of the clause 
the input position uppendl(0) is the empty list. 
Thus, in general a condition concerning the form of the input positions of a 
clause may be necessary. To express such conditions we introduce the predicate 
instance, representing the following binary relation on terms: 
instance( t,, t2) holds iff t, is an image of t, under some substitution. 
Now the semantic rule for the clause of Example 7 can be expressed as follows: 
instance ( append1 (0)) [ 1) A instance (append2(0), L) A uppend3(0) = uppend2(0). 
Clearly, the second component of this rule can be omitted, since any term is an 
instance of a variable. 
The examples discussed above can be generalized as follows. 
Construction 3. Given a DCP C(JV, 9, S) with a safe d-assignment d, we con- 
struct a FAG Gc = (N, P, Attr, R, 3) defined as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
N, P, and Attr are defined as in Construction 1. 
For each clause c the semantic rule R, is constructed as follows: 
For each output position a of c we construct the following semantic defini- 
tion. Let t, be the term at the position a of c. For a variable x in t, let b be 
an input position including x. Denote by S,, the set of all composed selectors 
s such that s(tb) = x. (Each of them corresponds to an occurrence of x in th.) 
The semantic definition for a is of the form 
where (r is a substitution assigning to each variable x in t, the term s(b) for 
some s in S,,. 
For each pair of different occurrences of a variable x at (not necessarily 
different) input positions b, and 6, of the clause c we construct the condition 
Sdb,) =S&d 
where sr and s2 are the selectors corresponding to the considered occurrences 
of x in the terms at the positions b, and b,. (Notice that the position names 
play the role of variables of the condition.) 
For each input position b if the term t, is not a variable we construct the 
condition 
instance ( b, tb) . 
R, is the conjunction of all formulas constructed by (i), (ii) and (iii). 
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(3) 3 is defined as follows: 
The semantic domain consists of all terms constructed with the functors of 9 
and from variables (positions of the derivation trees). 
The functors of g are associated with the term constructing operations, as in 
the basic term interpretation. 
The selectors are associated with the selecting operations, as defined above. 
The predicate letters = and instance represent, respectively, the identity and 
the relation defined above. 
Notice that because of the free choice of the selector s in (2)(i) the construction is 
deterministic only if in every clause each variable occurring at an output position 
occurs only once at one input position. 
Example 8. Construction 3 applied to the DCP and to the d-assignment of 
Example 7 results in the FAG with the production rules: 
(PO) append + c 
(PI) append + append 
and with the corresponding semantic rules 
(ri) instance(uppendl(O), [ 1) A append3(0) = append2(0), 
( r2) instance( uppendl(O), [ EjLl]) 
A uppend3(0)) = [ head( appendl(0) ]append3(1)] 
A uppendl(1) = tail( uppendl(0)) A append2(1) = append2(0), 
where head and tail are the selectors of the components of a list. 
The main result of this section follows directly from Construction 3. 
Proposition 1. For every simple DCP there exists a FAG whose set of decorated trees is 
isomorphic with the set of proof trees of the DCP. 
To obtain such a FAG for a given DCP one has to find a safe d-assignment and 
to apply Construction 3. As noticed in [9], the class of simple DCPs is rather large. 
Furthermore, Construction 3 can be extended for a generalization of this class 
obtained by considering “multiple d-assignments” [9]. These describe the situation 
when different calls of the same procedure in one logic program have to be 
characterized by different d-assignments. 
It is worth noticing that in some cases the FAG obtained by Construction 3 is 
pure. This happens for example if in each clause all input positions are different 
variables. 
3.4. Transforming Pure FAGS into DCPs 
The question arises whether it is possible to transform a RAG into a semantically 
equivalent DCP. For this the semantic values of the RAG should be represented by 
the elements of the semantic domain of the DCP to be constructed. Generally it is 
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not possible, since the semantic domain of any DCP is countable and the definition 
of RAG puts no restriction on the nature of the semantic domains. 
From practical point of view, this question may be more interesting if restricted 
to a subclass of RAGS used in computational applications, e.g. to pure FAGS. In the 
latter case the attribute values can be represented by terms, as discussed in Section 2, 
and the problem can be solved by the following construction. 
Construction 4. Given a pure FAG G = (N, P, Attr, R, s), where 3 is the basic 
term interpretation, we construct a DCP Co = (M, 9,@) defined as follows: 
(1) 9 is the set of functors occurring in the semantic definitions of G. 
(2) M is the set of nonterminals of G: each nonterminal X is considered to be a 
n x-ary predicate letter. 
(3) To define 9 we construct for each production rule p of G a corresponding 
clause cp: Let p be of the form 
x, + xi. . . x, 
for some m 2 0, and let 
pas(p)= {+...,a,} 
Clearly, k=n%+ .a* +n,?. Assume ai aj for i<j. For i= l,..., k de- 
note by dj the variable a, if a, is an input position, and the term on the 
right-hand side of the corresponding semantic definition if a, is an output 
position. Now cp is defined to be the clause 
%(4X ‘...JOno)+X&ll ,..., flnJ..Xm(tml >..., t,,,). 
where 
t,,j = dj for j= l,...,n,, 
t,, = d “0+ ... +n,_,+j for i=l,..., m and j=l,..., n,. 
Finally 9 is defined to be the set of all clauses cp for p E P. 
Example 9. Construction 4 applied to the pure FAG of Example 2 gives the 
following DCP: 
X( initial(O), initial(O)) + . 
X(initiuf(O),finul(2))+-I(), X(f,(initiul(O)),finuf(2). 
X(initiul(O),finul(2))+-DO, X(f,(initiul(O)),finuZ(2)). 
The main result of this section follows directly from Construction 4. 
Proposition 2. For any pure FAG with the basic term interpretation there exists a DCP 
whose set of proof trees is isomorphic with the set of decorated trees of the FAG. 
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To find such a DCP it suffices to apply Construction 4 to a given pure FAG. 
Notice that the DCPs obtained by Construction 4 are simple and that Construction 
4 is reversible under Construction 3. 
4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS OF THE DEPENDENCY RELATION 
Our attempt to relate DCPs and attribute grammars resulted in the notion of DCP 
with a d-assignment, called in the sequel annotated DCP. The directions assigned to 
the predicates of a DCP make it possible to apply the proof techniques developed 
for attribute grammars [5] to proving properties of logic programs. This section 
illustrates that statement by three examples. First we deal with the occur-check 
problem, i.e. with the problem whether an infinite term can be produced during a 
computation of an augmented DCP. We show that this problem is in general 
undecidable, and we give a sufficient condition under which this cannot happen. 
Then we introduce a notion of data-driven DCP, and we prove a sufficient condition 
for a DCP to be data-driven. Finally we consider the problem whether a DCP can be 
run without employing unification in its general form. Though the results of this 
section may be of some practical importance, our primary objective is to illustrate 
the methodological usefulness of the dependency relation rather than its practical 
applications. 
4.1. SuJiTicient Conditions to Make Occur Check Unnecessary 
Existing interpreters of logic programs are based on the resolution principle and 
employ unification. The unification process should construct a most general unifier 
of given arguments, or it should show that no unifier exists. In the sequel we will 
assume without loss of generality that the unifier is constructed as described in [22]. 
Unification is eventually reduced to elementary steps, where an attempt is made to 
unify a term t which is not a variable and a variable X. A unifier of X and t exists 
iff X does not occur in t. (Alternatively it may be considered that if X occurs in t 
then the unifier is an infinite term). Thus the unification algorithm should in 
principle check, at every step of unification, whether a variable occurs in a term or 
not. This is called occur check. Many existing interpreters do not perform occur 
check, since it is rather time-expensive, and for most programs it never happens that 
the term argument of a unification step includes its variable argument. However, 
unification without occur check destroys completeness of the SLD resolution, since 
in this case the results of a computation may be incompatible with the declarative 
semantics of a logic program (see e.g. [21]). In this section we will first show the 
general occur-check problem to be undecidable and then use concepts related to 
attribute grammars to develop a sufficient condition for a DCP under which the 
occur check can be safely omitted. 
To be more precise, we give a formal definition of the occur-check problem. A 
pair (tl, tz) of terms, or atomic formulas, is said to be subject o occur check iff occur 
check is the only reason of nonexistence of a most general unifier of t, and t,. For 
example, the terms f(x, g(x)) and f(y, y) are subject to occur check, but the terms 
h(x,g(x),g(x)) and h(y,y,f(y)) are not, since the subterms g(x) and f(r) are 
not unifiable. 
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Let T be a resolution tree of an augmented DCP (C, g). We assume without loss 
of generality that the variables in the labels of T are different from those in the 
clauses of C. T is said to be subject to occur check iff there exists a pair (r,, r2) of 
atomic formulas such that: 
ri is the label of a leaf of T, 
rz is the head of a clause in C; 
the pair (rl, r2) is subject to occur check. 
Dejinition 8. The occur-check problem is the following: Given an augmented DCP 
(C, g), decide whether there exists a resolution tree which is subject to occur 
check. 
Theorem 2. The occur-check problem is undecidable. 
PROOF. We describe a construction which for an arbitrary Turing machine ii4 gives 
a DCP C that “simulates” the computations of it4 by resolution trees of C. In this 
way we relate the halting problem for Turing machines to the occur-check problem 
for a class of DCPs. The construction goes as follows. 
Any instantaneous description of M is modeled by a ground term of the form 
id(l, r, q), where I is a list describing the tape of M to the left of the head in reverse 
order, r is a list describing the tape of M to the right of the head, including the 
scanned symbol, and q is the actual state of M. Thus, the instantaneous description 
abqcd, where a, b, c, d are tape symbols and q is a state will be represented by the 
term id([bla], [cld], q). (We use here the list notation of the DEC 10 PROLOG.) A 
move of M in the state q for a scanned symbol x is determined by the transition 
function; q is replaced by some q’, x by some symbol x’, and the head may be 
moved, for example to the left. Thus, each move can be represented by a pair of 
terms. For example, the move described above can be represented by the pair 
(id([ZIY],[xlX],q),id(Y,[Z,x’lX],q’)). 
Clearly, all moves of M can be represented by a finite set of pairs of terms. 
The machine M, when started in some initial instantaneous description i, 
continues until it reaches a final state q, (it may also interrupt the computation if 
the next move is undefined). The result of a successful computation is the final 
instantaneous description. To simulate operation of M we introduce a ternary 
predicate machine. Its intended interpretation is the relation on instantaneous 
descriptions defined as follows: machine(i,, i,, i3) holds iff the machine M, when 
started in i,, reaches i, in one move and the computation terminates in i,. The 
computations are to be simulated by resolution trees: if the final state q, is reached 
by M, the resolution tree corresponding to the computation should be completed. 
Therefore we introduce the clause 
(i) machine(id(Y,Z,q,),id(Y,Z,qf),id(Y,Z,q,))+. 
where Y and Z are variables. For each move of M characterized by a pair (a, b) of 
terms, as described above we introduce the clause 
(3 machine(a, b, F) + machine(b, N, 1”). 
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where N and F are variables not occurring in the terms a and b. The DCP C 
consists only of the clauses of type (i) and (ii). 
To simulate M we call C with the goal 
goal + machine ( i , N, F ) . 
where i is the ground term representing the initial instantaneous description of the 
computation, while N and F are variables. It is easy to see that any resolution tree 
of such a goal is not subject to occur check and has the following properties: 
each of its nodes has at most one son; 
the first arguments of the labels of the consecutive nodes are ground terms 
representing consecutive instantaneous descriptions of a computation of M. 
Observe also that every terminating computation of M is represented by a unique 
complete resolution tree of C. 
Consider now the DCP C’ obtained from C by replacing the clause (i) with the 
following clauses: 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Let C’ be called with the same goal clause 
goal + machine ( i, ;N, F ) . 
equal( Y, Y) + . 
Let T be an incomplete resolution tree of this goal. Two cases are possible: 
Care 1. The only leaf of T is of the form machine(r, s, t). In this case T 
represents a sequence of consecutive moves of M, as discussed above, and T is 
not subject to occur check. 
Case 2. The only leaf of T is of the form equal(t, g(t)), and T is subject to 
occur check. In this case the consecutive labels of T with except of the label 
of the leaf represent consecutive moves of a complete terminating computation 
of M. Observe that any terminating computation of A4 gives rise to such a tree. 
Thus, a resolution tree which is subject to occur check exists iff the machine A4 
halts on the input determined by the goal clause. If the occur-check problem were 
decidable, we could decide whether a given Turing machine halts on a given input; 
but this problem is known to be undecidable. Hence the occur-check problem is 
undecidable. q 
Looking for suficient conditions. It is well known that if in a DCP all heads of the 
clauses are linear (i.e., in each of them every variable occurs at most once), the occur 
check is not necessary. We present here a more general condition, whose principle is 
to relate the occur-check problem with well-formedness of the attribute dependency 
scheme associated with a given DCP. 
When running a DCP the unification procedure is invoked to unify a dis- 
tinguished leaf I of a partial proof tree T and the left-hand side of a clause c of the 
program. If the arguments are unifiable, a most general unifier 8 is constructed, and 
a new partial proof tree is created: in the tree e(T) the leaf e(r) is replaced by the 
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subtree e(c). It is assumed that T and c have no common variable; otherwise the 
variables of c are renamed before the unification process begins. 
Proof trees constructed in this way are called resolution trees (cf. Section 2.2). 
The leaf I and the left-hand side of c are atomic formulas of the form p( t,, . . . , t,) 
and p(t;,..., t;), where p is an n-ary predicate and t,, . . . , t,, t;, . . . , t; are terms. A 
most general unifier of the lists of terms (ti, . . . , t,) and (t;, . . . , t;) can be con- 
structed by the composition of a most general unifier ni of t, and t;, and of a most 
general unifier of the lists of terms (vi(t2), . . . , ql(t,)) and (ni(ti), . . . , ~~(1;)). In 
that way the unification of a pair of atoms can be reduced to n unification steps for 
the consecutive positions of the atoms. These steps can be described as follows: 
denote by qi a most general unifier of the terms oi_i(ti) and 8,_i(t(), where 
i=l 9***, n, 8, is the identity substitution, and 13, is the composition of r9_, and vi. 
Then a most general unifier of I and of the left-hand side of c is a,. 
To deal with the occur-check problem, we define a partially unified resolution tree 
as a graph obtained from a resolution tree T and from a clause c (with renamed 
variables) by unifying a number k 2 0 of positions of the distinguished leaf of T 
with the corresponding positions of the left-hand side of c (Figure 6). This graph is 
an ordered labeled tree T’ with a distinguished node, where unification takes place, 
called the active node of T’. The subtree of T’ whose root is the active node can be 
considered an instance of c, while the remaining part of T’, including the active 
node, can be considered an instance of T. The label of the active node has to be 
described more precisely. It has, as usual, n positions, where n is the arity of its 
predicate. However, only the first k of them are terms; the others are pairs of terms. 
The active node of T’ is created by pasting together a distinguished leaf 1 of T and 
the root of c. Let the label of I be p (t,, . . . , t,), and let the label of the root of c be 
p(t;, *. . , t;). Then for i= l,..., k the ith position of the label of the active node of 
T’ is O,(ti) 7 e,(t;), while for j = k + 1,. . . , n the jth position of the label is the 
pair of terms e,(tj) and e,(tJ). The other labels of T’ are the instances of the 
corresponding labels of T, or c, under the substitution ok. Observe, that the active 
node has as a matter of fact k + 2(n - k) positions; for each k -c j I n there are two 
positions of the active node: one originating from the tree T, and the other 
originating from c. 
We assume now that a d-assignment d is defined for a given DCP. Thus we 
consider the attribute dependency scheme obtained in Construction 2 (Section 3.2). 
For any resolution tree T of the program as well as for any clause c, the ADS 
determines a dependency relation on the positions of its labels as described in 
p(ek (tl ),,..,e, ‘(tk ), ek h+l )---ek k ) FIGURE 6. 
ek o’k+l )9-.2ek p,, ) 1 
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Section 2.1. The dependency relation is also defined for a partially unified resolution 
tree T’ obtained by unification of some positions of the root of c with the 
corresponding positions of a leaf of T. The dependency relation on the positions of 
T’ is determined by the dependency relations of T and c: its graph is constructed 
from the graphs of both relations by identification of the unified positions belonging 
originally to disjoint domains. 
To formulate our sufficient condition we extend the notion of input position and 
the notion of output position for the case of a partially unified resolution tree T’ 
constructed from a resolution tree T and a clause c: 
A position of a partially unified resolution tree is said to be an input position with 
respect to a given d-assignment iff it is 
(1) A synthesized position of a leaf, or 
(2) an inherited nonunified position of the active node originating from c, or 
(3) a synthesized nonunified position of the active node originating from T. 
A position of a partially unified resolution tree is said to be an output position 
with respect to a given d-assignment iff it is 
(1) an inherited position of a leaf, or 
(2) an inherited nonunified position of the active node originating from T, or 
(3) a synthesized nonunified position of the active node originating from c. 
We will also need the following property of unification, which is left without 
proof. 
Proposition 3. Let t’ be a term; let t” be a linear term with no variable in common with 
t’. Then 
(i) the pair (t’, t”) is not subject to occur check, and 
(ii) if there exists a most general unifier 8 of t’ and t I’, then 
(1) if X is a variable of the domain of l3 occurring in t ‘, then e(X) is a linear 
term and all its variables occur in t “; 
(2) if X, Y are direrent variables of the domain of 8 occurring in t’, then e(X) 
and e(Y) have no common variable. 
Definition 9 (Proper d-assignment). Let C be a DCP, and let g be a goal clause. An 
d-assignment d is said to be a proper d-assignment for the augmented DCP 
consisting of C and g iff 
(1) the associated ADS of the augmented DCP is well formed, and 
(2) in each clause of the augmented DCP all input positions are linear and have 
no common variables. 
Lemma 1. Let (C, g> be an augmented DCP where C is a DCP and g is a goal clause. 
If d is a proper d-assignment, then in any partially uni$ed resolution tree T of 
(CT g> 
(i) all input positions are linear and have no common variables, and 
(ii) if an input position p has a common variable with an output position q, then 
p-,;4. 
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PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction on the size of the partially unified 
resolution tree. 
For the tree consisting of the goal g the lemma holds by the assumption 
concerning g and the definition of --) G. 
Assume now that it holds for any completely unified resolution tree T, con- 
structed from at most n instances of clauses. We will show that it holds also for any 
partially unified resolution tree that can be constructed from T and an arbitrary 
clause c. This will be proved by induction on the number of already unified positions 
of the active node of the tree. 
If the number of the unified positions of the active node is zero, then (i) holds by 
the induction hypothesis concerning T, by the hypothesis of the lemma, and by the 
assumption that T and c have no common variables (renaming). The condition (ii) 
holds trivially, since the positions of T and of the instance of c are disjoint, and the 
dependency relation of the partially unified resolution tree is the union of the 
dependency relations of T and c. 
Assume now that the lemma holds for the partially unified resolution tree T’ 
constructed by unifying k 2 0 positions of a leaf 1 of T and of the left-hand side of 
c. We prove that it holds also for the tree T” obtained from T’ by unification of the 
terms at the k + 1 position of the active node. 
For the tree T” we prove (i) and (ii) separately. 
By the induction hypothesis (i) holds for T’. The number of the input positions of 
T” is that of T’, decreased by 1 since one of the input positions of T’ is being 
unified and disappears in T”. Any input position of T” corresponds to an input 
position of T’. We show first that every input position of T” is linear. Assume that 
an input position p” of T” differs from the corresponding input position p’ of T’. 
This means that a variable X occurring at p’ occurs also at one of the unified 
positions. By the induction hypothesis (i) X may occur only at the output unified 
position. Since the input unified position is linear, by Proposition 3 the term 
replacing X after unification must be also linear. Moreover, by the induction 
hypothesis, the variables occurring in this term do not occur at any input position of 
T’ with except of the input unified position. We show now that different input 
positions of T” have no common variables. Notice that any variable occurring at an 
input position of T” occurs also at an input position of T’. If a variable X appears 
at an input position p” of T” and does not appear at the corresponding input 
position p’ of T’, then it appears at the input unified position in T’. Hence by the 
induction hypothesis and by Proposition 3 this variable cannot appear at any input 
position of T” different from p”. Note that Proposition 3 can be used, since the 
ADS is well formed and thus, by the induction hypothesis, the two unified positions 
have no common variable. 
We prove now (ii). Let p” be an input position of T”, let q” be an output 
position of T”, and let X be a variable occurring both at p” and at q”. Denote by 
p’ and respectively by q’ the positions of T’ corresponding to p” and q”. We show 
(ii) by considering separately the following cases: 
Case 1. X occurs at p’ and at q’. Thus p’ + & q’; hence p” + & q”. 
Case 2. X occurs at p’ but not at q’. Since X is passed to q” during 
unification, it must occur also at a unified position of T’. By (i) it must be the 
output unified position U. Moreover, there must be a variable Y occurring both 
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at q’ and at a unified position of T’. By Proposition 3, Y cannot occur at the 
input unified position u, so it must occur at the output unified position W. 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis concerning (ii): p’ --, & u and w + &, q”. 
Thus, after unification, p” -+ &, q”. 
Case 3. X occurs at q’ but not at p’. By reasoning similar to that of case 2 
one can prove that there is a variable Y occurring at p’ and at u, hence X 
occurs at w. Thus p’ + & u, w + & q’, and consequently, p” + & q”. 
Case 4. X occurs neither at p’ nor at q’. Since X is passed to p” during 
unification, there is a variable Y occurring both at p’ and at’ u, which is 
replaced by a term with X. On the other hand, there. is a variable Z different 
from Y occurring at q’, which is also substituted by a term with X. Thus Z 
must appear at one of the unified positions. Since w is linear, by the 
assumption that Y unifies with a subterm of w including X, we get from 
Proposition 3 that Z cannot occur at U. Thus Z appears at w; hence (ii) holds 
also in this case. Cl 
Now we formulate the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3. Given an augmented DCP (C, g>, if there exists a proper d-assignment for 
C and g, then none of the resolution trees of the DCP is subject to occur check. 
PROOF. It follows by Lemma 1 that the unified positions of the active node of a 
partially unified resolution tree have no common variables. (Otherwise the ADS 
associated with the DCP is not well formed, which contradicts the assumption that 
the d-assignment is proper.) Thus, by Lemma 1, Proposition 3 applies to any pair of 
terms to be unified in any partially unified resolution tree. Hence none of the 
resolution trees of the DCP is subject to occur check. q 
The theorem gives a sufficient condition under which no infinite term can be 
created during resolution of the goal g with the program C. It requires the existence 
of a proper d-assignment for C and g. The latter problem is generally intractable, 
since it is known that the complexity of the well-formedness of an attribute grammar 
is intrinsically exponential [13]. However, some sufficient conditions of well- 
formedness known from the literature, which can be checked in polynomial time, 
could be used to implement ractable tests for the occur-check problem. 
Example IO. Consider the augmented DCP (C, g), where C is the DCP of 
Example 4 and g is a goal clause of the form 
goal+ add(t,, t,, x). 
where x is a variable, t, is a term, and t, a term without x. 
The d-assignment of Example 6, 
is proper for this DCP. Every term occurring in its clauses is linear, and well- 
formedness of the attribute scheme can be proved by some known criteria. Thus no 
resolution tree is subject to occur check, which may be safely omitted. 
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Though the syntactic conditions of Theorem 3 are conceptually simple, they apply 
to a nontrivial class of DCPs. However, Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 should be seen 
rather as examples of application of the dependency relation than as a practical 
solution of the occur-check problem. A more complete treatment of this problem is 
given in [21]. In contrast to our approach, it is based on “simulation” of computa- 
tions of a DCP. The main problem in this case is how to approximate in a finite way 
the potentially infinite set of labels of resolution trees. The solution presented in [21] 
employs the notion of binary term schema and leads to rather complicated al- 
gorithms. 
The proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 show that the notion of dependency 
relation makes it possible to study run-time properties of logic programs such as 
occur check. 
Our approach to the occur-check problem makes it possible to relate formally the 
well-formedness problem for FAGS to the occur-check problem for a class of DCPs. 
We introduce first some auxiliary notions. 
By a resolution tree of a nonaugmented DCP C we mean any resolution tree of a 
clause in C. 
By an extending FAG we mean a pure FAG such that the right-hand side of each 
semantic definition is a term other than a variable. Clearly, each pure FAG can be 
transformed into a semantically equivalent extending FAG. For this it suffices to 
introduce a new functor J interpreted as identity, and to replace each variable x 
which is the right-hand side of a semantic definition by the term Y(x). 
Theorem 4. An extending FAG G is well formed @none of the resolution trees of the 
DCP Co obtained from G by Construction 4 is subject to occur check. 
PROOF. Assume that G is well formed. Observe that under the d-assignment of C, 
corresponding to the attribute splitting of G, all input positions of each clause of C, 
are different variables. Thus, the d-assignment is proper for C,, and by Theorem 2 
none of the resolution trees is subject to occur check. 
Assume now that none of the resolution trees of C, is subject to occur check. We 
prove that in this case G must be well formed. 
By Construction 4 there is a one-one correspondence between the production 
rules of G and the clauses of Co. To show that G is well formed it suffices to prove 
that for each resolution tree of C, the graph of the dependency relation induced by 
the attribute splitting of G is acyclic. 
Let T be a resolution tree of Co. Observe first that each input position of T is a 
variable and each output position of T is a term. Moreover, an output position 
depends on an input one iff the variable of the latter occurs in the term at the output 
position. This can be shown by induction on the size of the resolution tree. This 
property holds also for partially unified resolution trees. 
The local dependency relations in clauses have no cycles. Thus a cycle may be 
introduced only by unification of an output position of a partially unified resolution 
tree with an input position on which the output position depends. But in this case 
the input position is a variable, and this variable occurs in the term at the output 
position. This means that the terms are subject to occur check, which contradicts the 
assumption about C,. Hence G is well-formed. q 
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The proof of Theorem 4 shows that the notion of occur check is closely related to 
the notion of well-formedness of an attribute grammar. This was informally pointed 
out also in [l], where the formalism of definite-clause translation grammars was 
introduced, which may be thought of as a logical implementation of functional-at- 
tribute grammars. It was claimed that by using DCTGs one can avoid well- 
formedness tests, since the occur check will detect possible circularities. However, 
unification with occur check is rather expensive, and if occur check is not performed 
during the unification a safe method of dealing with infinite terms may be necessary, 
or else some static tests for checking that infinite terms cannot be created. We have 
shown that such tests are generally at least as expensive as well-formedness tests. 
4.2. Data-Driven Programs 
The depth-first left-to-right strategy used commonly by PROLOG interpreters, 
called in the sequel the standard strategy, may sometimes have some disadvantages. 
For example, consider the following simple program: 
grandfather ( X, Y) + father ( X, Z), father ( Z, Y) . 
father( Mary, George) + . 
father ( Paul, George) + . 
father ( Peter, Paul ) + . 
If we consider the goal grandfather(Peter, Y), the best way to solve it is to use the 
standard strategy. On the other hand, if we consider the goal grandfather( X, George), 
it would be better to deal first with the second atom of the right-hand side of the 
corresponding clause, since both variables of the first atom are uninstantiated and 
that will cause backtracking. Alternatively, to avoid backtracking, one can rearrange 
the atoms in the right-hand side of the first clause. 
In this example, to choose a good strategy (or to perform a proper rearrangement) 
one needs additional information, namely, which positions of the goal are expected 
to be ground terms. Similar information may be optionally given to a PROLOG 
compiler as mode declarations [16]. In, [3] an obligatory use of this type of control 
information is suggested for all predicates of the program. A more complicated kind 
of control information of similar type is discussed in [24]. A method for generating 
control information for a given program is described in [18]. 
In this section we study the propagation of ground terms in resolution trees 
during computations of augmented DCPs. Thus, our objective is different from those 
of the papers mentioned above. We suggest providing control information by a 
d-assignment, and we define a class of augmented DCPs for which data flow during 
the execution can be properly modeled by the dependency relation induced by a 
given d-assignment. To be more precise we introduce the following definition. 
Dejinition IO. A DCP C is said to be data-driven under a direction assignment d iff 
at any step of a computation using the standard strategy the actual subgoal has 
alI its inherited positions instantiated to ground terms, provided that the initial 
goal has this property. 
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Clearly, the example program is data-driven under the d-assignment d such that 
d( grandfather) = 1 t , d(father)= 4 T, 
but it is not data-driven under the d-assignment d’ such that 
d’( grandfather) = t J , d ‘( father) = t J . 
A DCP C’ is said to be a version of C if it is obtained from C by rearrangement of 
atoms in the right-hand sides of some clauses of C. 
A version of the example program can be obtained by replacing its first clause 
with the clause 
grandfather ( X, Y) + father ( 2, Y ) , father ( X, 2). 
This version is data-driven under the direction assignment d’. 
In this section we use a proof technique introduced for RAGS [5,7] to give a 
sufficient condition for an annotated DCP to be data-driven, or to be rearranged so 
as to become data-driven under the same d-assignment. We show that the restricted 
class of data-driven DCPs satisfying this condition is powerful enough to model any 
Turing machine. 
Generally speaking, as noticed in [24], problems like whether a given DCP is 
data-driven under a given d-assignment are undecidable. The proof technique is 
similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2. This section gives a conceptually 
simple and algorithmically tractable sufficient condition for a DCP to be data-driven 
under a given d-assignment. The class of DCPs for which there exist d-assignments 
satisfying the condition is restricted but nontrivial. 
We formulate first a sufficient condition for an annotated DCP which makes it 
sure that in any proof tree whose inherited positions of the root are ground also the 
synthesized positions of the root are ground. (A version of the theorem which 
follows can be also found in [9].) 
Theorem 5. Let C be an annotated DCP with u safe direction assignment d and such 
that the ADS obtained from C by Construction 2 is well formed. For every proof tree 
of C, if all inherited positions of its root are ground, then also all synthesized 
positions of its root are ground. 
PROOF. The theorem is proved by induction following the method introduced in [7] 
for logical attribute grammars (here we deal with a particular case of the method). 
We show that in any proof tree whose inherited positions of the root are ground, 
all positions must be ground. Since the attribute scheme is well formed, the 
dependency relation on the positions of any proof tree determines a partial order on 
the positions. The induction will follow the directed acyclic graph spanned on the 
positions of the tree and corresponding to this partial order. 
Since d is safe, then the only minimal elements in the ordering relation are the 
inherited positions of the root. These are assumed to be ground. 
Assume now that for some nonminimal position X of a given proof tree all 
positions less than x in the partial order are ground. Since x is not minimal it is an 
output position of an instance of a clause c. Since d is safe, all variables occurring in 
c on the output position corresponding to x occur also in some input positions on 
which the output position depends. By the induction hypothesis, in the considered 
instance of c the corresponding input positions must be ground, since they precede 
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x in the partial ordering. Therefore x is also ground. Hence all positions of the tree 
are ground. •I 
Following [12], we now introduce a notion of one-sweep attribute dependency 
scheme, which will be used in the sequel to formulate the main result of this section. 
For any nonterminal X of an attribute scheme, denote by -I x the relation on the 
positions of X defined as follows: 
p i x4 iff p is inherited and q is synthesized. 
With each production rule 
r : x, + x, . . . x, 
of an attribute scheme we associate a relation * r on its positions, defined as 
follows: 
Jr =ixlu ... u-i, u +,, n 
where + r denotes the local dependency relation as defined in Section 2. 
Intuitively, the relation * I gives a rough approximation of the dependencies 
between the positions of instances of r in any decorated tree of the attribute scheme. 
More precisely: If r’ is an instance of r in a decorated tree T, and p’ -+ 3 q’, then 
the corresponding positions p and q are in the relation * r (but not vice versa). 
Figure 7 shows the diagram of the relation * r for the first rule of the attribute 
scheme associated with the example DCP of this section under the d-assignment d’. 
Definition Il. An attribute dependency scheme is called one-sweep iff for each of its 
productions r the graph of the relation 3 r is acyclic. 
This definition is equivalent to that given in [12], as shown in [5, p. 181. It is 
known [12] that any one-sweep attribute scheme is well formed. 
We use the relation * : to introduce an ordering on the nonterminals of the 
production rule r. Let 
r: X,+X,...X, 
be a production rule of a one-sweep attribute scheme. Denote by < r the relation on 
{Xi,..., X,} defined as follows: Xi < I Xj iff there exists a position p of Xi and a 
position q of Xj such that p * r q. For the example rule r of Figure 7, n = 2, 
X0 = grandfather, X, = X, = father, and X, < r X1. It follows from the definition that 
FIGURE 7. \ 
“0 
father 
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Proposition 4. < r is a partial ordering. 0 
As a consequence we get 
Theorem 6. Given an annotated DCP C with a safe direction assignment d, if the 
associated ADS is one-sweep, then there exists a version of C which is data-driven 
under the direction assignment d. 
PROOF. Consider the DCP C' obtained from C by rearranging the right-hand side 
of each clause c according to the relation < ,., where r, is the production rule of the 
associated ADS. Consider now the resolution process using the standard strategy, 
and starting with a goal whose inherited positions are ground. Using Theorem 5, one 
can show by induction on the number of resolution steps that at each step of the 
process the inherited positions of the actual subgoal are ground. 0 
The class of logic programs which have a corresponding one-sweep scheme seems 
to be rather restricted. Nevertheless, many of the examples published in the 
literature fall in this class. Moreover, one can model an arbitrary Turing machine by 
an annotated logic program, whose associated attribute scheme is one-sweep. The 
DCP obtained for a given Turing machine by the construction described in the proof 
of Theorem 4 has this property for the d-assignment 
d(machine) = J t t . 
4.3. Running Clause Programs without Unijkation 
In this section we give a sufficient condition which makes it possible to run a DCP 
with a very restricted form of unification. For the case of a term t, being unified 
with its instance t2, the resulting unifier assigns to each variable occurring in t, a 
subterm of t,, while the variables occurring in t, remain unbound. An occurrence of 
a variable in t, can be localized by a number of selection operations. For instance, 
for t, = f(g(X, Z), W), W is the second subterm of t,, while X is the first subterm 
of its first subterm. Thus, whichever instance of t, is the term t,, the unifier assigns 
to X the first subterm of its first subterm. Similar properties of logic programs are 
used in some compilers to compile out unification (see e.g. [19]). 
We now define a sufficient condition under which any unification during a 
computation of an augmented DCP reduces to a finite number of unification steps of 
the type described above. We introduce first some auxiliary notions. 
An augmented DCP (C, g) is said to be d-ordered for a given direction 
assignment d iff the associated ADS is one-sweep and for each clause c of the 
program (including the goal clause) the partial ordering < ‘; of the nonterminals of 
the production rule rc of the ADS is consistent with the textual ordering of the 
corresponding atoms in c. Clearly, if (C, g) is a d-ordered DCP, then C is 
data-driven under d (Theorem 6). 
Definition 12. Let x=p(tl,...,tn) and x’=p(t;,...,t;) be atoms, and let d be a 
direction assignment on a set of predicates including p. We say that x d-subsumes 
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x’ iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) x and x’ have no common variables; 
(2) the terms at the inherited positions of x’ are linear and have no common 
variables; 
(3) the terms at the synthesized positions of x are linear and have no common 
variables; 
(4) for every inherited position i of the predicate p, tj is an instance of t;; 
(5) for every synthesized position i of the predicate p, t: is an instance of ti. 
Clearly, a most general unifier of such atoms always exists and it can be 
constructed as discussed above, without employing a general unification algorithm. 
For example, the atom 
add(.+(X)), s(x), s(z)) 
d-subsumes the atom 
add(s(W),s(V>,s(s(W)>) 
under the d-assignment d( add) = 4 J t . A most general unifier ti of the atoms can 
be constructed by unifying separately their corresponding components, as described 
above. This gives: 
@(JU = s(x), O(V)=X, Lqz)=s(w). 
We give now a sufficient condition concerning a DCP and its goal, under which 
any unification during the run of the program can be performed as described above. 
Moreover, for any possible unification step one of the term arguments is known 
before the computation starts, while the other one is created in run time. 
Theorem 7. Let (C, g) b e a d-ordered augmented DCP such that: 
(1) each variable occurring in a clause (including the goal clause) occurs on exactly 
one input position of this clause, 
(2) if x is an atom occurring in a right-hand side of a clause, and y is a left-hand 
side of a clause such that x and y unify, then every synthesized position of y is an 
instance of the corresponding position of x. 
Then during the computation of C with g, using the standard rule, if the actual 
subgoal unifies with the left-hand side of a clause, it also d-subsumes it. 
PROOF. Since the goal clause satisfies (1) and the DCP is d-ordered, the inherited 
positions of the first atom of the right-hand side of the goal clause must be ground. 
Observe also that Lemma 1 (Section 4.1) applies to the DCP (C, g). (Any one-sweep 
ADS is also well formed.) 
For an arbitrary step of the resolution process we show that if the actual subgoal 
x unifies with the left-hand side x’ of some clause, it also d-subsumes it, 
We check the conditions of Definition 12: 
(1): Because of renaming, x and x’ have no common variables. 
(2): Since x’ is the left-hand side of a clause, by (1) of the theorem all terms at the 
inherited positions of x’ are linear and have no common variables. 
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(3): By the proof of Lemma 1 all terms at the synthesized positions of x are linear 
and have no common variables. 
(4): Since (C, g) is d-ordered, all terms at the inherited positions of x are ground. 
Thus, they are instances of the terms at the corresponding positions of x’. 
(5): To verify this last condition we have to show that by using the standard 
computation rule, no input position of the partial proof tree is changed before its 
unification. For such a position to be changed, we know by Lemma 1 that it is 
necessary to have a path from that input position to some previously unified output 
position. It is easy to show, using the d-ordered condition and the one-sweep 
property, that this is not possible. Thus all output positions of the partial proof tree 
are copies (with possibly renamed variables only) of terms of the corresponding 
synthesized positions associated to predicates of the body of a clause. Hence by (2) 
of the theorem all terms at the synthesized positions of x’ are instances of the terms 
at the corresponding synthesized positions of x. 
Thus x d-subsumes x’. 0 
For the examples published in the literature it is often possible to find a 
d-assignment satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7. For the append program 
append([ I, L L) + . 
uppend([EILl], L2, [EIL3]) +- uppend(L1, L2, L3). 
assigning the directions J J t or t t & to the predicate append, we obtain by 
Construction 2 a one-sweep ADS. Also conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 7 are 
satisfied under this direction assignment. Provided that the goal is of the form 
append(ll,12, R), where 11 and 12 are ground terms and R is a variable, the 
program can be run without unification in its general form. This information could 
be used to compile it into an efficient code. 
Also, the DCP obtained for a given Turing machine by the construction described 
in the proof of Theorem 4 fulfills the conditions of Theorem 7 under the direction 
assignment d(machine) = 1 t t . 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper explains formally the nature of the relationship between logic programs 
and attribute grammars. Both formalisms specify relations, which may be defined by 
referring to the similar notions of decorated tree and proof tree. 
The similarity of the formalisms makes possible transfer of the expertise. For 
example, the results of Section 4 concerning logic programs were obtained by using a 
proof technique introduced for attribute grammars. Section 4 shows also that the 
notion of dependency relation originating from attribute grammars may be used as a 
formal framework for studying run-time properties of logic programs. This frame- 
work results in clear and simple concepts which may be used in logic programming. 
Most of the literature on attribute grammars is devoted to FAGS. This means that 
to transfer the expertise it may be desirable to restrict the use of DCPs to the simple 
DCPs, which by Construction 3 can be transformed into FAGS. We have shown that 
simple DCPs are a nontrivial class of programs. Nevertheless the question arises 
whether this restriction kills the spirit of logic programming. We leave it open for 
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statistical investigation of published logic programs. It is easy to see that “reversible” 
use of a predicate in a DCP violates the restriction. For example, the append 
procedure may be called within one program to concatenate a pair of lists and also 
to split a given list into sublists. If such different calls appear in a DCP, formally it is 
not a simple DCP. However, quite often it can be transformed into an equivalent 
simple DCP by creating different copies of the subprogram corresponding to the 
different types of calls. If such a transformation is done at compile time, it does not 
influence the external form of the program, and at the same time it may result in 
producing different versions of the compiled code for different uses of the predicate, 
to improve the efficiency of computations (see [9] for more details). 
It was shown in Section 3.4 that a pure FAG with basic term interpretation can 
be seen as a DCP. This opens the way for applying new evaluation methods for 
FAGS, based on the procedural semantics of DCPs. This shows that the expertise in 
logic programming can be also transferred to the field of attribute grammars. 
However, this issue was not discussed in this paper and requires further investiga- 
tion. 
There are several differences between DCPs and RAGS. Some of them may 
deserve further investigation. In particular, it may be interesting to examine whether 
the following concepts of functional attribute grammars may find some applications 
in logic programming: 
Controlling computations by the dependency relation. Attribute evaluation is 
controlled by the dependency relation. The partial ordering induced by the 
dependency relation reflects restrictions on the sequencing of computational 
operations. The concept of attribute splitting provides a useful tool for 
characterizing data flow during the computation and facilitates construction of 
attribute grammars. 
Unspecified interpretations. The formalism of attribute grammars provides no 
means for defining interpretations. On the other hand, it gives a formal 
framework for combining semantic rules in one well-structured system regard- 
less of the interpretation to be used for performing actual computations. 
Many-sorted semantic domains. Usually it is assumed that different attributes of 
an attribute grammar may have different domains. This means that many-sorted 
algebraic structures are considered, what results in a type mechanism, in 
contrast to the typeless principles of logic programming. 
Separate parsing. The attribute evaluation process begins with a context-free 
derivation tree which is assumed to be given. Usually it is constructed by a 
parser from a given terminal string. A similar method can be applied for 
implementation of the definite-clause grammars [20]: the context-free produc- 
tion rules obtained by a modified Construction 3 can be used to separate the 
parsing process from the rest of the computations. 
It is worth noticing that similar concepts appear in logic programming as 
pragmatic facilities of existing implementations, e.g. integer arithmetic of PROLOG, 
the type system in [17], or read-only variables of concurrent PROLOG [23]. By 
referring to attribute grammars we get a formal framework for systematic treatment 
of these facilities. 
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